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Hungry for a hit? A true feast of fortune, Stuffed Coins Pig™ and Stuffed 
Coins Toad™ offer re-spin adventures, mystery multipliers, wheel spins, 
and unique free games designed to delight! This original new linked series 
by Konami Gaming, Inc. combines a wide mix of proven bonus features for 
a high-reward slot experience. Similar to Konami’s popular Ocean Spin™ 
slot series, Stuffed Coins™ uses the top screen to display available bonus 
awards like jackpot coin and multiplier coin symbols, which rotate across 
all connected machines. These rotating Coin symbols become redeemable 
during a wheel spin bonus called the Big Coin Feature—one of many 
delights in Stuffed Coins’ buffet of bonus events!

Stuffed Coins is a 2-level linked progressive game with a 243 Ways base game. A mix of random bonus events can 
occur throughout primary play including: 

GAME PLAY

RE-SPIN FEATURE:  
Any 3 more Coin or Wild symbols on the first 3 reels, gives players the chance to 
collect Coin symbol credit prizes during the Re-Spin Feature. All symbols are cleared 
from the reels except Coin symbols and the center Wild symbol, and the feature 
continues so long as at least 1 symbol continues to land, or until the entire reel frame 
is filled, which awards the linked progressive Grand jackpot. 

MYSTERY MULTIPLIER FEATURE:  
The symbol position in the very center of the reel frame only contains Wild symbols 
and low-value card symbols. Anytime the Wild symbol lands, there is a chance to 
win a mystery multiplier, which is applied to any win combination in which the Wild 
symbol appeared. 

BIG COIN FEATURE:  
Anytime the Wild symbol lands, players also have a chance to trigger the Big Coin Feature. 
Players are invited to spin the wheel of big coin prizes running across the top screen, with 
the chance at a progressive jackpot, a bonus award, and multipliers up to 10x. As the wheel 
slows, the Pig or Toad character will open its mouth and munch on an award. Additional 
spins can randomly be awarded within the same feature, up to four times. Any collected 
multipliers are applied to the win in which the Big Coin Feature was triggered. 

FREE GAMES:  
Any 3 or more gong symbols award up to 15 free games. +1 Spin symbols appear 
throughout the free game feature, granting extra free spins anytime they land  
on the reels. 

Stuffed Coins is launching to market with a pair of compatible base games. Each base game theme features original math, unique free 
game features, and differing hero characters. The series supports a mix of multi-denom options. It is available on DIMENSION 27™ 
with custom merchandising options. 
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Stuffed Coins is available with two unique base games:

The linked progressive Grand jackpot can be set at a $5,000 or $2,500 reset, according to property preference. 

GAME THEME COMPATIBILITY

This edition features a golden pig in the center 
screen, with a golden ingot at its belly. The free 

game feature in Stuffed Coins Pig includes 
increased Coins symbols, increasing odds  

at unlocking the Re-Spin Feature 

This version shows a Toad character, which grows 
in size based on the number of Wild symbols that 
land in the center reel over time. During the free 

games, Stuffed Coins Toad guarantees a Wild 
symbol in the center symbol position for every 

spin, increasing odds at the Re-Spin Feature  
and the Big Coin Feature.

BET CONFIGURATION
Stuffed Coins is a multi-denomination linked progressive with 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, and 10¢ options. Standalone bonus awards 
scale according to bet. 

PROGRESSIVE CONFIGURATION
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CONTACT YOUR KONAMI 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY  
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Konami Gaming, Inc. 
585 Konami Circle 
Las Vegas NV, 89119

866.KGI.INFO 
www.konamigaming.com
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DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS


